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Campus awaits
election results
by DARREN CROVITZ
Contributing writer
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As you read these words,
votes for this week's much-anticipated SG Presidential and VicePresidential elections are being
tabulated ; waiting in the balance
is one of three individual visions
that will lead student government
into 1997. Though d_elayed for six
months by a now-infamous SG
suspension, these elections have
finally provided the student body
the chance to fill the hole left by
the Torregrosa-Amoros administration of last year with a new SG
leadership. Voting was held on
Monday at the Brevard and
Daytona campuses, and Tuesday
and Wednesday on the main UCF
campus. On the ballot for President and VP were three ticketsMike Hess and Brooks Emerson,
Kevin Keonig and Dominic
Fariello, and Aaron Scavron and
Stacey Qeorge. Each ticket presented a unique platform for restoring SG at UCF to its prime and
re-energizing the student body.
Hess and Emerson's ticket
centered on the duo's wide experience as SG members. Hess has
served as Interim Student Body
President,· and both he and
Emerson are veteran senators .
Hess points out that his prior ex-

perience at the helm of student government qualifies him for the job,
noting that there will be no learning
period for the new administration .
Koenig and Fariello, meanwhile, offer a similar record of past
SG achievement, but placed emph~is on restoring student rights at
the head of their platform. "The
administration needs to obey the
law," asserts Koenig, referring to
his promise to maintain a constant
watch on the UCF administration's
dealings with SO. Koenig has
sounded the alarm in the past concerning alleged mismanagement and
statutoty violations, and has promised to continually keep the rights
and interests of the student at the
forefront of his presidential concerns.
Scavron and George prefer to
think of their tiCket as a "team"
designed to move SG towards the
future. "We are the only candidates
with a positive message," claims
Scavron, who rointed to his plans
for increased Black and Gold pride
andacommunity-wideinvolvement
between UCF students and business. His plan would call for incentives to increase spirit, while improving UCF's image bot~ commercially and popularly in the Orlando area.
All candidates attended a forum and debate in order to present
their views for SG leadership to the

President?

student body-which candidates delivered their messages most clearly
and convincingly remains to be seen.
Those elected will begin serving an already shortene.d term (the
previous summer semester usually
serves as a "breaking in" period for the
n~w administration,) and will soon be
joine.d by senate members, whose
elections are scheduled for late next
month .

Library exhibits to kick off
Hispanic Awareness Month
by DARREN CROVITZ
Contributing writer
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--" GET THE RESULTS YOU WANT! --·

Beginning on the first of
the month, the library will begin
a variety of exhibits that celebrate
Hispanic Awareness Month and
student diversity at UCF. Featured among the exhibits will be
work created by artists Pedro
Vega and Ulysses Mora.
Vega, a UCF student majoring in Computer Animation, is
the first artist showcased by the
library October I st through 28th.
The title of his exhibit is "Expressions of Life." Vega describes his
media as primarily watercolor and
color pencil, with some regular

pencil and acrylic. His area of interest is figure drawing, and how
these figures express their feelings and emotions.
Born in Puerto Rico , Vega
has lived in Florida since 1987.
His work has received numerous
awards, and has been featured in
art shows at the Osceola Center
for the Arts, Artworks Orlando,
and the Orlando City Hall (where
several of his efforts now reside in
the private collection.)
Ulysses Mora is the second
artist to be featured in the library
next month . Mora was born in
Mexico City, Mexico. Developing an affinity toward drawing and
sculpting during his teenage years,

Mora studied under well-known
Mexican painter Ismael Cartager.
Mora has been active as an
artist since the late 1960s, and his
work has appeared in many art
galleries . His pieces now grace
the private collections of Citibank,
The Episcopal Hospital of San
Lucas, and The Museum of Art of
Ponce, Puerto Rico. His exhibit in
the UCF library will be entitled
"Scenery from Latin America and
the Caribbean."
Justina Gonzalez-Marti, Coordinator of Multicultural Student
Services, notes that these exhibits
are only the beginning of a variety
See LIBRARY, PAGE 3
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Arcade and family fun center
Check out our new arrivals

Featuring:
•War Gods
•Area 51

G.

•Kl II
Located at University Shoppes
12239 University Blvd., Orlando
Sunday -Wednesday 12:00 - I0:00
Thursday 12:00 - I I:00 Friday 12:00 - 12:00
Saturday 12:00 - 12:00
PRIVATE PARTIES & GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
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Get $15 in tokens
for only $10
Limit 1 per customer per day.
Expires 11/30/96

I
I

I·

I
Buy$ I in tokens
I get $1 in tokens FREE
I
I Limit 1 per customer per day.
Expires 11/30/96
L
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I. JOE FEST:

The Third Annual Official G. I. Joe Collector's Convention will be held on Ocotber 4, ·
5, and 6 at three locations on
Florida's Space Coast: Kennedy
Space Center, the Valiant Air Command Warbird Museum, and the
Astronaut Hall of Fame. Approximately 10,000-20,000 visitors are
expected for the event (with about
50,000 to 100,000 G. I. Joes in
attendance). Collection of G. I.
Joes has become a popular hobby
for many, and recently a vintage
Joe -sold at Christie's Auction
House for $6 million. G. I. Joe
figures will be on display and for
sale, and the father of G. I. Joe,

the King Center fof the Perfonning Arts in Melbourne with the
concert "Basically Beethoven,"
featuring the "Mass in C Minor"
and the "Elegiac Gesang."
This year's season will also
feature "Towards the Unknown
Region," "A Night at the Opera,"
and "A Farewell Concert-Tour
ofEngland, Scotland, and Wales."
Single ticket prices are $15. Call
(407) 242-2219.

MEMORY WALK:
The 1996 Alzheimer's Associaton's
Memory Walle will be held on Saturday, October 19 at 8:30 am starting from the Lake EoJa Bandshell,
downtown Orlando. A SK run and
I OK walk will also be held the same
daystartingat8:00am. For Memory
Walk or Run registration information contact the Greater Orlando
Chapter at (407) 629-1997.

I
BRING IN 'DA NOISE,
I
BRING IN 'DA FUNK:
I
The Fourth Annual Alachua
SUNDAY
MUSIC Harvest (presented by
I
Get $4 in tokens
GAMA inc.) will run Ocotber 4, 5,
I
for only $2
and 6 at the Alachua County FairI
Limit 1 per customer per day.
grounds
in Gainesville.
I ORCHESTRA AND
Expires 11/30/96
The festival features a numCHORUS DATES:
ber of big name acts, including
I
The Brevard Community George Clinton and theP-FunkAUI Chorus and Orchestra celebrates Stars, Bootsy Collins, Brides of
I its 10th anniversary this season Funkenstein,
Parliament,
WEEKDAYS
I with an exciting array of perfor- Funkadelic, Bernie Worrell, They
12PM - 6PM
I mances. of choral masterworks. Might Be Giants, and over 50 of
Get $5 in tokens for only $3 I Director Jeff W. Reynolds will Florida's best original bands, inLimit 1 per customer per day.
I open the season on Ocotber 5 at cluding What ltls. Three-day weekExpires 11/30/96
.J
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DUFFY'S
SUBS

Bust the Keg Party

Universit Blvd.

~~ . DUFFY'S
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FREE DRAFT

(Dur Choice) -

every Sun. 8 - 9 PM

50$DRAFT

·

Sun. - 9 PM 'til its gone
BESTBANDS in Florida Fri. and Sat. Nights
"'NO COUER

Nl?I. SATELLITE DISH

WE support the Dolphins, Chiefs,
Cowboys & 49ers

Catch the Colleqe Games ,
on our BIG SCREEN -- ~-

•

•

•

679-2448 .

10042 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
(1 Mile West of U.C.F.)

•
•

•
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••••••••••••

FREE
Philly
Cheesesteak
or Chicken
Philly

when you buy the same item
at equal or greater value and
two large soft drinks

•
•

•

•

• •••••••••••
expires 9/31 /96

Monday Night Football-

FREE Hot Dogs at Halftime,.
$4.00 Large Pitchers,
25 CENT Wings &
$2.00 Well Drinks

•

•

Don Levine, will also be on hand.
Admission to the event is $12 a
day for adults and $8 a day for
children. Call (407) 331-SHOW
for more information.

---------- --------F~IEIE

end passes are only $15 in advance,
and are available at Ticketmaster.
Call (352) 375-6427 for more information.

EXTRA CASH
(And it's legal.)
Hey students, if you 11eed extra cash for hills a11d stuff,
We are a progressive,
contact Pro Clea11 Building Mai11te11a11ce.
growing company which has been ser1,ici11g Central Florida office
buildings for more t!za11 seven years. Our staff is comprised of
hardworking, dedicated team members interested in earning extra
cash.

We Offer:

•

•
•

•
•

+ Flexible, early evening hours - perfect for after classes

+ Top wages and benefit~
+ Self-directed work

,.......eet Us R t T h e C o r l c r o o m ! ! !
EJW EXPRESSWAY
LAKE UNDERHILL
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RIO PLAZA

1602T-BONE

with all the Trimmings

$7.95 Fri. and Sat. • 5-9 PM Only!

Blind Draw Dart Tourney
Mon. and Thur. • 8:00 PM

8-Ball Tournament

•

You 'II like this job because:
+ Jobs are close to UCF

+ You'll work in cool, secured buildings with a winning team
+ The work is non-strenuous and isn't "brain surgery"
+ Couples are welcome, so grab a friend or roomate

•

•

For more info and to schedule your personal interview
call Kris at 740-5554

Tues.• 8:00 PM

•

•

•
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of programs slated for October by
MCSS and the Hispanic American Student Association to celebrate Hispanic. Awareness
Month. "We try to include a wide
range of cultures--Mexican, Brazilian, Cuban, Puerto Rico--to emphasize the diversity of the event,"
she explains.
Along with the planned artists on exhibit for the first four
weeks of October, Gonzalex-Marti
reveals that the private collection
of Mrs. Radhi Dern will also be
featured. The collection consists
rare Pre-Columbian artifacts from
Panama, including utensils, coins,
and costumes.
On October 10th, the UCJ;l
Arena will host a Concert of the
Philharmonic Orchestra of Puerto
Rico, a 63-muskian presentation.

Accompanying the orchestra will
be "Areyto," a Puerto Rican folkloric dance group.
Also planned later in the
month; Serenade Under the Moon
III on October 17th, featuring romantic Hispanic music, songs ,
..find folkloric dances, aJI set be'fore the Reflecting Po~d on campus. The Puerto Rican group
"Trapiche" will also perform on
October 23rd on the UCF Green
as part of the Latin American Fair.
Other events include a
showcase-"Rediscovering Latin
America"-with author Frank
De Varona on Oct. 24, and a Closing Dance set for Oct. 26, hosted
by the Cuban Association.
Gonzalez-Marti emphasizes
the idea that these events are not
just for Hispanic students, but for
all at UCF. "Everyone is welcome!" she says with a smile.
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for September 26-0ctober 2nd THURSDAY 26TH

SPEAKER: ~di:=liC< =rc'!nOLi>~
. ~The man gave up his multi-billion dollar
)R.J. Reynolds inheritan'ce, and became
America's foremost advocate
against the tabacco industry.
8:00 PM IN SCA
"A FUNNY A~D ABSOLLffELY
DELIGHTFU C0\1EDY."
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Don't miss it'"
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6:30PM & 9:00PM IN SAC
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UNMRSm' OF CENTRAL FLowA

CAMM Amvmr.s lbm .

Come and join us_··-··-···we promise vou will have a blast

BREAK IS OVER
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for information or appointment CALL 841-2151
SERA .. TEC BIOLOGICALS
1122 W. Church St., Orlando
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WHERE IN THE WORLD
WILL YOU BE AFTER
GRADUATION?
Opportunities in more than.
90 countries await you .
Peace Corps is seeking
business, education, health,
construction, parks and
recreation, math and
science majors to work
overseas for two yea rs.
Benefits include living
expenses, transportation,
healthcare, language training
and possible student l.oan forgiveness.

Find Out How to Join Peace Corps
..~Cleo~

THUR., SEPT. 26
9AMT03PM

UCFArena

Or Call (800) 424-8580, Option l, Ext. 430
•

Auditions: October .9, 1996
Student Center Auditorium 5 - Sp.m.
Enter NOW in Stude11t Center 198
. F0 I~ I 11 +
J 0 r1n a t"10n 823 - 647tl·~~CAB::::j
v
~lltM
UNl\nsrrn,, C•'<nAL
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SMILE! YOU'REON THECENTRAL
FLORIDA FUTURE CANDID CAMS01\1EBODY'S WATCHING
· ,,~ ,~cT· /1\nnbu~ · a1

..,.,_.I

V1r

I

""...,....,.

$6-$12/HR

Igniting a Spark....

Must be Physically Fit
. Cuaranteed llours ··
AM/PM & Graveyard shifts
Great Driving Record a Must
Drug Free/References Check
Clean Cut
··-Must be 19
---.....

•lflY

""'

CALL
International
Drive:

351-0054
or
Downtown

244-7460

___ for an
explosion of
opportunities!!!

"It's something every parent has to deal with sometime. Questions
about God. about good and evil. about death and heaven and hell.
"So when Melanie reached that point. I \·Vanted her ro have the same
opportunity r did to question. To wrestle with questions of faith. and
what it means to her. To understand that there are answers we·11 never
know, but we still have to ask the questions .
"Unitarian Universalism gives us that freedom . In a community that
encourages curiosity. Ir provides an opportunity for my daughter to
engage and understand other faith systems. to better understand her
friends and their faiths.
"A lot of people are probably turned off with traditional concepts
of religious education.
"They need to know more about Unitarian Universalism:·

Applications available beginning
Oct. 1st in the Orientation
Office - Student Center, Rm. 200
For more information attend one of these
meetings in the Student Center Auditorium:
Oct. 2- 5 :00 p ..m.
Oct. 8- 10:00 a.m. & 3 :00 .m.

THE UNITARIAN UN!VERSALISTS

For more information, call 695-8156

WIE11CI:CIDOOIE·mncr:rn: ~aJIIDIEtJIT~~
RECEIVE 10% DISCOUNTWITHVALIDUCFI.D.
AMERICA'S VARIEfY MENU

OPEN LATE

•••••••••••••••••••••

PHILLY CHEESESTEAK :
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• •••••••••••••••••••••
•FREE DRINK & FRIES•
FRIES
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, tMiatru sub~~nli

Mialrii Su s
1220J University Blvd.
18860 E$.st Colorifal & A.lafaya }

·

.,,. .

.
EXPIRES 10/31196

·~

NbtValid With any
other offer. Limit one
coupon per visit

••••••••••••••••••••

· .. .

12261 University Blvd.
~ ~: 1886Q{E~St Colorffal ·&,A'Iafaya
NotValid with any
other offer.Limit one
EXPIRES 10/31/96
coupon per visit
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The Central~ Flo~id·a Futur~ .

Extremely G.enera1
·*

Horosco~es

.
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TAURUS
It is adyi.Sab~e that you don't tJ;'Y
to operate electrical _appliances while
submerged in salt water.

)

GEMINI
J'oday may or may not bring
you many surprises.
CANCE]{
Soon, very soon, you will have
to use the rest room. I'm considering
"soqn" as in 12-18 hours.

A door will open for you today.
Literapy.

LIBRA
Today you will be confronted
with a minor dilemma that wiU require
you to do something you totally expect.

Extre.mely Specific

Horoscopes
SCORPiO
Today you will find yourself in
a group of perfect strangers and feel
compelled to kiss everyone.
SAGITrARIUS
At precisely 10:57 p.qi. Kathy
Lee Gifford will call you and ask if you
haVt~ . a good recipe for shrimp bisque.
CAPRICORN
Someone lVi,{l ask you, "Hey!
How IQnghave youbeeJI staridipg.in thal
horse niitnure?" And you will a.hswe~:
"Notlong enough!''

AQUARl;tJS

•

You will go to meteorQlogisJ
school withfu the next month .and learn
how to fore~st we~ther usµiiJet flow
patterns and barolii,ettic"readmg$.
PISCES
You will lie ina.f'.!"eaJs:bicycl!ng
accident <Nov~mJ>etl6; 2orf~ Sotry fo
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What to do with cold-blooded murderers
As the Unabomher investigation continues, and as the trials of the alleged Oklahoma City bombers wind their way through
the planning stages, it is again time to acknowledge the absolute necessity of capital punishment.
Recent news stories have informed
us of the ghastly murders of two Florida
children: 4-year-old Shelby Cox and 9year-old Jimmy Ryce. Shelby's killer raped
her and hid her in a shed behind his house,
where she suffocated because of the tape
plastered over her .mouth and nose. The
murderer of Jimmy Ryce raped and shot the
. boy, dismembered him and buried his body
parts in clay pots.
In the face of such inhuman atrocities, arguments against capital punishment
lose their ivory-tower luster. Crimes like
these are the reason we have a death penalty.
On Thursday, April 18, 1996, a bill
that limits the appeals o_f death-row inmates
was passed in Tallahassee. Ironically, on
that same day, the state Supreme Court
overturned the death sentences of Jeffery
and Anthony Farina who, in 1992, robbed
a Daytona Beach Taco Bell. The younger
thug shot three employees (one of whom
died) and stabbed the fourth.
John Crutchley, the "Vampire
Rapist," raped a woman, then drained and
drank nearly half of her blood. Fortunately,
she survived. Unfortunately, despite a
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guilty verdict, so has Crutchley. lfhe hadn't passion," and "therapy." After all, these
been popped back into the pokey because sorry sophists say, criminals are people too,
ofo marijuana charge, he would have been and they are terrified of losing their lives.
free to rape again. Ini-tially, he had been Well, the fear Ted Bundy·felt before his date
released as part of an effort to relieve prison with Old Sparky can never compare with
overcrowding.
the mortal terror his victims experienced.
We should be angry when the
Death penalty opponents love to
courts throw common sense out the win- argue that capital punishment does not predow, when death sentences are overturned vent murders. Hogwash. The more certain
on technicalities, and when years pass be- and severe the punishment, the less certain
tween the handing down of a death sentence the crime. If capital punishment truly has
and the actual execution. We should resent no deterrence value, that is because it is not
the high-horse mentality of death penalty being used enough.
opponents, who in'sist that capital punishDoes the death penalty deter evment is barbaric. Execution accidents that ery murderer? No. But let us concern ourprolong the condemned prisoner's suffer- selves less with its deterrence factor and
ing are unfortunate, but the solution to that more with its propriety. Consider how caproblem lies not in abolishing capital pun- sually narco-terrorists and psychopaths
ishment, but in finding more effective meth- snuff out their victims' lives. Gang members think nothing of killing, so they, too,
ods of carrying it out.
deserve
to die. To deal with these young,
Capital punishment affirms the
value of human life. When implemented, walking nightmares, the death penalty age
it shows crime victims' families that their limit should be set at fourteen. Killers
loss has been taken seriously. It shows that younger than that should be kept in prison
a victim's life is worth something. Con- until they reach that age, and then receive
versely, keeping a murderer in prison, where their punishment. The death penalty is also
he gets a room, medical care, and meals that the only appropriate punishment for serial
he can sue us over, indicates that the ·'jus- . rapists, Mafiosi, and even white collar and
tice" system values his life over those of corporate criminals who have caused
his victims.
deaths.
Death penalty opponents' only
Liberal social alchemists would
have us believe that "society" creates mur- valid qualm is the execution of an innocent
derers, who should be treated with "com- person or a person whose crime does not
warrant execution. The answer? Only execute inmates whose guilt has been clearly
established. The death penalty is the only
punishment whose errors are irrevocable,
reef-,Mou.
t...rr
1n1L..
so it must be used judiciously, but by all
means be used. It is not about "revenge."
It is about justice. The ultimate crime deserves the ultimate punishment.
The death penalty cannot bring
no1N1nN
Mo11 •
Ur 1111u11 - , 1n1L.
back Shelby Cox, Jimmy Ryce, or any of
the innocents who died in Oklahoma City,
but it will ensure that the vermin who
stole their lives will never steal again. The
death penalty permanently removes coldblooded killers from society, costs less
rec U1
nN, 1Nt::·
t...rr
ILll IC.
than life imprisonment, and boasts a zero
percent recidivism rate. Turn a stone-deaf
ear to the ACLU and Amnesty International. Instead, heed the silent cries of
victims who will not rest in peace until
their brutally shortened lives have been
answered for.

cffuture@gdi.net

f

future.opinion@
outdoor.com

http://www.gdi.net/
cff/cff.html
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B. GET HIRED ON SRI
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Get it
·ToGeTher
and head on over to
NIGHT AND DAY. ORLANDO'S LIVELIEST SHOPPING

on ·International Drive
October 7th
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JOB FAIR '96
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It's not your
boring old .
. job fair.
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Team Staffing
American BeO
Levy Restaurants
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Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Woodlawn Memorial
Progressive Communication
Tim Webber's Pavillion by the Lake
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8i•i Golden Knights prepare for-toughest test yet
by TONY MEJIA
Staff writer

When the Golden Knights
schedule came out everyone oohed
and aahed about the prestige of playing the Georgia Techs and South
Carolinas of the world. However, it
was a smaller school from Greenville,
North Carolina that raised the eyebrows of head coach Gene Mc
Dowell.
..I've been saying it all summer. The toughest opponent we have
on our schedule this season is East
Carolina," Mc Dowell said. ''.By no
means will we be intimidated by
them, however. They will be highly
favored, and we' 11 do our best to pull
off an unlikely upset".
UCF is no stranger to the Pirates. Two years ago, the Knights
fell short in their upset bid 23-20,
while three years ago UCF went to
Greenville and got bombed 41-17.
In that game, ECU's freshman quarterback ,unfortunately suffered a broken leg at the hands of the Golden
Knight defense. Today, with a fifth
year of eligibility, he nmks as one ?f
the nation's top signal callers. He is
Marcus Crandell, a potential All-

American who will be looking for
retribution against the Knights.
"Crandell is the focal point of
the Pirates' offense. Our defense
will be keying on all of his efforts.
He is a very dangerous weapon,"
McDowell warned.
So far this year, Marcus
Crandell has passed for 563 yards
and six touchdowns, with 49
completions in 106 attempts. He·is
already ECU' s all time passing
leader, eclipsing all the marks set by
Sanford native and current Cincinnati Bengal Jeff Blake. Crandell has
led the Pirates to a 3-1 start this year,
but has had plenty of help from his
running game.
, Sophomore Scott Harley, a
5' l 0, 200 pound
fullback, comes off
a record setting performance against
South Carolina,
carrying 41 times
for291 yardsanda
touchdown.
Harley currently
ranks fifth in the
nation in rushing,
averaging 169.67
yards per game.

The weather made it very difficult for Culpepper to get the
si211als from the sideline.

He has done a wonderful job replacing current Miami Dolphin Jarris
McPhail as the primary ball carrier.
It will be interesting to see if UCF ,
can stop Harley's ground assault,
especially since they themselves
appear to be short a running back.
The Golden Knights plan on .
starting Mike Huff in place of the
injured Ed Mack in.this encounter.
It is not known how severe Mack's
injury is, but he is considered doubtfu I for Saturday· s game. One player
who is definitely out for the ECU
game. and possibly out for the season, is defensive back Daryl
Latimore. Latimore, sidelined with
a hand .infection, will be redshirted
if his condition forces him to miss

the next four games. His absence
will be felt in UCF' s secondary who
will face a stiff challenge from
Crandell and his receiving corps.
Larry ShannonisECU'smost
dangerous receiver, having caught
14 passes for 188 yards and a team
high three touchdowns. Shannon's
biggest advantage is his height; At
6'6, he can certainly get up and grab
a lob heaved into the end zone.
Crandell utilizes all of his weapons,
spraying the ball around to tailback
Mitchell Galloway. tight end Scott
Richards. and a variety of flankers.
Galloway is a possession type re·
ceiver, catching screens out of the
backfield, while the 6'5 Richards
provides another big target for

~--

Crandell.
The Golden
Knights must cling
to the hope that the
Daunte Culpepper
to Todd Cleveland
combination can
do enough damage to keep UCF
in the game.
Cleveland,
after his landmark
performance at

Ball State, ranks third in Division I
in both receiving yards and receptions.
Much has been said of the
inability of the offensive line to
protect Culpepper, however,
Culpepper himself doesn'tperceive
it as a big problem.
"Getting hit is a part of football. If you are not ready to get hit,
then you should be on the sidelines.
I didn't hurt myself against Ball
State. so I should he I OOo/c- for this
game." Culpepper said
The Pirates will he sending
their whole artillery to get at
Culpepper. TheECU defense starts
in th~ middle with 6' 1, 245 pound
Carlos Brown, and 6'0, 248 pound
Marvin Burke, the senior stopgaps
at middle linebacker. Outside linebacker Roderick Coleman and defensive tackle Lorenzo Williams
are also key defensive studs that the
Knights must contend with. Daren
and David Hart, a pair of identical
twin safeties, will be counted on to
confuse the Knights passing game.
It'sironic~hatiftheHarttwins

gettheir way and disrupt Culpepper,
the Knights will leave Greenville
punch drunk and seeing double.

The umbrellas in the background demonstrate how sloppy the .
climate has been for the Golden Knights on their road trip.
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"Culpepper to Cleveland" -getting national attention
D lJCF

quarterback
Daunte ·Culpepper and
wide receiver Todd
Cleveland have earned
spots on the NCAA individual rankings list.

When quarterback Daunte
Culpepper chose UCF as his future alma mater he knew he was
not the only shining star ready to
light up the NCAA skies.
"I knew Todd [Cleveland]
w~s a big part . of the offense,"
·-¢.uJpepper said. ''And that was
, ~neofthemainreasonslfeltcom
fortable coming to UCF."
by TIM SPRINGER
Sports editor
As an academic casualty last
season, UCF wide receiver Todd
It began with Marino to Cleveland found himself standing
Clayton. Then came Montana to in the obscurity of an uncertain
Rice. Now there's Culpepper to future. But despite critics's pre~
Cleveland.
dictions that Cleveland would

never play college football again,
'Touchdown Todd' worked his
way out of academic ineligibility
and into the rankings as one of the
top receivers in the country-third
to be exact. Being the prime target
,of the 28th ranked quarterback in
the nation, and arguably the best
quarterback in the state of Florida,
may have a lot to do with it.
Of Culpepper's 75 completions this season, Cleveland has
caught40ofthem. OfCulpepper's
848 yards passing this season,
Cleveland has been on the receiving end of 523 of them. Of

Culpepper's six touchdowns this
season, Cleveland has snagged
three.
Since rejoining the Golden
Knights' corps of talented receivers, Cleveland has proved the one
year layoff hasn't hurt his game. It
may have helped. His hunger for
the game increased as he stood on
the sidelines during the 1995 season. Now his hard work is paying
dividends as he bas regained the
attention he may have once taken
for granted.
"Cleveland is probably our
best player; including Culpepper,"
head coach Gene McDowell ad. mitted. "He'smorevaluableasfar
as putting points on the board.
That may seem like an asinine
statement, but without him
Culpepper's not as good."
Not only is Cleveland a
threat when running pass routes,
he's a thre~t in the minds of every
opposing coach that sends his kicking team onto the field. Squib kicks
have become a regular occurrence
when Cleveland is back deep to
receive.
"We were afraid to kick to
Cleveland," Ball State coach Bill
Lynch said after the Golden
Knights' s 31-10 loss at Muncie.
"He's a great player. He can break
one at any time."
Cleveland has yet to "break
. one" this season, but when you
shatter the school record for most
career kickoff returns for touchPhotofSOILEAU
Quarterback Daunte Culpepper and wideout Todd Cleveland discuss strategies on the sidelines. downs (3), and its done in your

UCF FOOTBALL 1996
8/29
9/ 7
9/14
9/21
9/28
10/ 5

WILLIAM 6' MR.RY

w 39-33

South Carolina
New ·Me Hico
Ball State
East Carolina

L 33 -14

@
@
@
@

L 17 - 7

L 31- 10
4pm

OPEN

10/12 SAMFORD
10/19 NE LOUISIRNR
10/26 @ Georgia Tech
11/2 I ~LI NO IS STATE
(Homecoming)
@ UR-Birmingham

4pm
4pm
lpm
4pm
1

BOWL I NG GREEN

freshman season, news travels fast.
Culpepper and Cleveland
are both known for turning the
heads of scouts, fans and defensive backs, but the lethargic offense the Golden Knights have
displayed as of late has overshadowed some of the accomplishments of the strong armed quarterback and the speedy receiver.
In UCf's first game against a I-A
opponent this season, "Culpepper
to Cleveland" burn.e d the South
Carolina Gamecocks for 120 yards
on 11 completions in a 33-14 loss.
To complement the performance
Cleveland then set a school record
by catching 15 passes at Ball State.
With seven games remaining on the UCF schedule, more
records may be in jeopardy.
"I'm happy to break the freceptions] record, but I'm not
dQne." _Cleveland declared.
It's that type of confidence
that gives Cleveland's teammates ·
reason to appreciate having him
back in the starting line up.
Cleveland's motivating attitude
combined with his on field display of leading by example has
helped restore the unity many players felt the UCF football squad
lacked a season ago.
"Todd is definitely an am-:
plifier for the team," Culpepper
said. "He's always got something
positive to say to get our team
pumped up about playing football. Every team needs a player
like that."

SUNSHINE
·N ETWORK
AND
·T HE UCF
KNIGHTS
PLAY YOUR
GAME •
. RADIO.

PhotG'SPRINGER

Butkus Watch: UCF Linebacker Kendrick Thomas.
Season Stats: 4 games, 43 tackles-3 for los.r1 sack.

Hear the games live on our flagship station 540 The Team,
with select games on 740 WIN-Zand 1520 WTLN. Join Marc Daniels
and former NFL star Gary Parris for every play, with sideline reports
by Jerry O'Neil. Thursday at 6pm it's "UCF On The Line" with
Gene McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team.

..

11850 University Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32817
407-380-6000 .
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*Offering Residenial Suites for the Finest in Collegiate Lifestyles
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LooK AT ALL You GET!
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Everything

•

Everything
(Circle E)

Let me tell you why I didn't like this CD the minute I opened it.
When I pulled out the sleeve, the first thing I saw (before the liner notes or
lyric sheet) was an ad for Everything merchandise. Now look, we all know
• music has gone completely commercial, and I don't think that we are all too
stupid to know that there are many bands just in it for the money. The
• question is: Do they have to throw it in our faces? The worst thing about all
this stuff is that the merchandise has little or nothing to do with the band. I
would never know the t-shirt was affiliated with music, and I would have a
• · hard time believing it if someone told me. There, that's enough about that.
The music is pretty much grass roots. Most of the album was recorded live
and the songs are mostly jams. It reminds me of Rusted Root. The band uses
• guitar, mandolin, trumpet, percussion, keys, sax, and trombone. I didn't
think much of the music. I think it was mostly due to the nausea that engulfed
, me upon seeing the commercial inside the sleeve .

Sprint.

•

Uni{

•

Major Brain Food.
(No, that's not his name.)
Visit Web, sites afl over the

•

vyptld, ~hen dgwtj!Q:a d

afhaziog tactsthfough
your computer and
straight into yo~r head.

XTO RT

KMFDM
(Wax Trax!)

Here we go again, another KMFDM album. How many is that
now? If you have been paying any attention to them, you already know that
their last few albums ha_ve been really bad. I truly expected this one to be
· also. The thingis,itreally is not too bad. I especially liked the very Ministryesque Craze. There are ten tracks on this CD, I would say five are pretty
good. For KMFDM, that is high praise. It sounds like they finally realized
that they needed to put a little effort in this one. There are many catchy riffs
and drum sequences. The lyrics are still, for the most part, a big goof, but
the music has gone up a little since Angst. For any KMFDM fan (all ten of
you) I know you are going to buy this no matter what I say. As for the rest
of you, if you are curious where the basis for bands like NIN and Gravity
Kills came from, check this out.
• all reviews by Jesse Cervantes

~~D.·t navigate?
Netscape Personal

EfJition$rowser ·
'IS f.RE:E
",.'

.

Don't burn up time
waiting for a
Pegasus terminal.
Our high mod~m
·" t(Mtser rattP
;vlrtuanf eliminates
. busy signals and
gets you into
your Pegasus
e-mail fast.

Get it off your shoulders.
When it's time to seek
professionat help,
our help desk support
is FREE.

Give us a ring today-

1-800-510-1004
Or for more information,

contact the
UCF Computer Store
at 407-823-5603, or any
student organization.
Nice tie. (Not included)

Classifieds

The Central Florida Future

Club Info
UCF Butokan Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense!
Co-Ed beginners classes now
forming, 8-10 T, Th in Ed Bldg,
MPR room. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! Call Mark @
282-5578 for more info.
Join us for victory in '96 ! UCF
College Democrats Meetings
Monday @ 5 pm Student Center,
rm. 214 more info: Sean 306-0167
Carmen: 823-0526
UCF demos @ aol.com
UCF Newman Club
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass on campus Sundays 8 pm
PH 115 for more info: 281-4438

•
September 26, 1996

679-5144
Complete line

Earn cash stuffing envelopes.
Send SASE to Box 624, Olathe,
KS 66051

of Fresh: Silks,
Plants, Flowe.::-.=..~

Lose up to 30 lbs. in 30 days
from $30 guaranteed:
Call: 380-2549

.

Furnished Room For Rent
Prefer Females only!
Large Horse Farm $300/rno.
365-9815

For Sale
Inline skates. Rollerbade
boxcar Mens size 8.
Brand new .Never used $160
Call 381-9252

't!)',

all Students &

j ~ ::_:_._.:acuity with I.D.

.~_·:.lt:A'.~cAti;~~>

1-----------~

~-

$1750 weekly possible-mailing
our circulars. For info call 301306-1207

Lcss:ein -

. .:·. .3. .

-A Full Service Florist

leleflom.

•

All major Credit Cards excepted
Wire Service or Delivery available over phone with Major Credit Card

Wanted, female non smoker to
care for girls ages 8: 11
Responsiblities include picking
up children & homework. 20 hrs/
week 2:30pm-6:30 pm - usually.
Salary $110 a week or 5.50/hr.
Call 679-1637

Wire service to ALL parts of the country
In Business over 9 years
I 0069 University Boulevard
Orlando. FL 32817
(on the comer of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping Plaza)
wire service excludes discount
delivery service exludes discount

VALET PARKING - FT, PT

franchises and prime locations?

UCF Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual
Student Union meets Tuesdays.
9 pm in Social Work Trailer

rent. Shared property - private.
$400. mo. 400 security. Available
immediately. Terri 366-8218
Oviedo. Just off expwy.

~

rO-'\

679-6787
15% Discount to

UNIVERSITY
AUTOMOTIVE
WORDMASTERS
I
STUDENTPAPERSPECIAL- I
ISTS SINCE 1986, NEAR
;
CAMPUS 277-9600
j

Attention students!!!
Term papers typed, proofed, &
formatted. $5 per page, $10 pp
for emergencies!
Call 297-8718, ask for Laura

Attention!!!

Looking for lazy students for a
study on slackers. Call 555lazy, & we might call back.

l
I
1

1

Costa Rica
Guatemala

Hong Kong
Tokyo
Bangkok

Our bills our lower.
Your bils are lower.

$149
$149
$413
$443
$465

FARES ARE EACH WAY FROM MIAMI BASED ON A ROUl{JTRP PIJR·
CHASE. FARES DO NOT Kl.UJE fEDEAAl TAXES OR PFCs TOTAlING BETWEEN $3-$45, DEPEllDNG ON ClES™AT!ON OR DEPAR·
TURE CHARGES PAil DIRECTLY TO FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.

(i1llllfijilrrave/ ~

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

679-2992
6450 University Blvd.
112· blk east of Forsyth Rd.

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
10% OFF ALL LABOR

National Reservation Center

1-800-2-COUNCIL

(1-800-226-8624)
: http:llwww.ciee.org!trtiveLhtm

EUROPASS FROM $210

Oak Entertainment Center $150
Four Drawer Desk $30
Call 678-1181

8:00 P.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
PHILLIPS HALL 115
281-4438
(.

PC Memory and Peripheral Sale
8 Mb 2X32 $44 16 Mb 4X32 $89
8 Mb EDO $47 16 Mb EDO $90
8XCD ROM $97, custom systems
VISA & MASTERCARD, free
home delivery. Warranty, details
call 282-1114
Beautiful pagent gown and shoes
both size 8. $1,000 obo
Call Barbara 823-7273

Help Wanted
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500
per week assembling products at
home. No experience. INFO
1-504-646-1700 DEPT. FL-307

r - - - - - - - - - -

2 for 1 Greens Fees - bring a friend
on the putting links at Oviedo
good through October

{

1501 Alafaya Trail

PLAY THE ONLY 18 HOLE PAR 72 NATURAL GRASS
CHAMPIONSHIP PUTTING COURSE IN THE U.S.
• State of the Art Fully Lighted Practice Facility
• Beautifully Manicured 50 Station All Grass Tea Area

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.

·Sunday Masses:

Florida Golf Learning Center
8 a.m., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.
320 W. Mitchell Hammock Rd.
(Alafaya to Mitchell Hammock, left one block)
275-0841
Oviedo, FL 32765
(407) 977-1737
--------------------------- - - - - - - - :__ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- -·- -- --- --- - -- -- -- - -- -- P1easecheckoneofthefo11owi11s:
_Wanted
_Car Poof
_Services
Autos
_Singles
Tutors
_RootTunuces
_For Rent
_l-"or Sale

_
_
.
___Greek Corner
__ Club Info
__ Hetp Wantt>d

_Personals
__ Lost & 1-cnaul
Other

_Cash
_Check Amount $-:---:----:------------~-
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) - - - - - - RATES: $I per line for UCF students, faculty. staff and alumni. $3 per line for all others.
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital leuers count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future.
I I 875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250. Orlando. FL 32817 Aun: Classifieds. or tax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices.
located in University Oaks behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

~--

"

Home oftlae UCFHOmen'• GolfTeam

C/assi"'ied Advertising Forni
~a-

St. Josepfi's
CatfwUc Cfiurc/i

Nan-ze, address, and phone (required): - - - - - - - - - - -.

---------------- --------------
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Specializing in Abnormal Fetal Indications For
Termination of Pregnancy
Consultaion/Care
lndepth Counseling
Local Anesthesia, IV Sedation (TWILIGHT)
High Tech Sonograms

Due to rea~on~ beyond my control,
my fegularly scheduled FILM
colwnn i~ taking a vacation thi:>
week.
, ......
~

•

•

He :>lll'e, only ii you've been
adamantly following my souliul
critiqu~. to tune in next ThllNiday

•

(ect. 3) lor new reviews .

•

•

films, mthis time,
are yet to be determined.

--

·~1-9\es:e -.
~'-!'\,,

se \'•~e~1

•

Opening Sept. 27: 2 Days in the Valley,
Extreme Measures
•

•

_____________________
• Dean G. Lewis

. .........

~

~

11
';',. " ' .. ,, · '. }

$59
Queen each piece
$69
. Futon with mattress (complete)-$198
Orthopedic - Full each piece -

~>
.'

~'

_, .

•

..

\)e\"

V~ ot Hid g~, l>~ g~, ~
g~f~

I

,

,~

•

.•

•

•Tired of the wait .... ?
•Tired of paying $25.00 a pack for Birth Control .Pills?
•Why not try the U CF

•

•

Pharmacy?

Located on campus in the "Student Health Center."
You can bring in prescriptions from off campus doctors and/or
transfer existing prescriptions from other pharmacies .
Come and see how LOW our PRICES are!
Birth Control Pills
(Most Brands)
1 Pack $10.00 ea
3 or More $9.00 ea

We also carry a wide
variety of over the
counter medications at
Low, Low Prices!

Monday - Friday 9:00arn - 12:30 pm 1 :OOpm-5 :OOpm

Any questions, call us at_(407) 823-6337

._e 1're,ident

~10·.·0~!~~~-··~~lth)~\:~:;~11~~~,
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i"f, f?reom· wit'A .
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,f.t€/f.1J,t~siae11ilr;>n11 "'~ti- Welcorne.~'t~~;;Opporty.nify» lo 'Gnat With .Yau .
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SAFE SEX
REALLY PAYS!

You could win $10,000 in the Second Annual
"LifeStyles Condoms and Safer Sex" Video Contest!
It's ba-ack 1 Here's your seEond chance to enter the contest that proves safe sex pays off in more ways than one.
Here's the deal: Shoot a 20-second video on how you'd sell condoms and safer sex today. You can be serious, off-the-wall,
or fall-down funny. Just knock our socks off-and you could win the LifeStyles grand prize of $10,(XX].
To enter our contest for FREE, just ch£Ck out the LifeStyles Web site at http:/ /www.lifestyles.com
or, for $5.95, you can enter by calling 1-800-213-4560. Then it's lights ...camera ...action!

LifeStyles
·:-··
..-coNooMs
You m\Jll be 18 or older. Open lo U.S. resirlenls only Void in Arizooo, Maryland and Vermoo1. Entries m\Jll be received on or before December 31, 1996. Prizes: Grand Prize (1): 510,000 cmh; 2nd Pla<e (I): 55,000 rosh;
3rd Ploce (1):52,500 rosh; 4ih Ploce (11: 51 ,500 cash; 5th ihrough 1Oih Places (6): 51,000 cash; Top 250 winners: Lifestyles T-shirt ond cop. Totol priles hove an es!imoted retoi volue of $30,000.
Winners llill be announced on or before February 15, 1997. Winners notified by certified moil on or obout Februory 15, 1997. For c~ele rules send oself.oddressed, stontpe<I envelope lo:
RULES: Lifestyles Video Conies1, P.O. Box 675, MontviAe, NJ 07045-0675. Decisions of ihe judges ore finol. Void where prohibited.
Conles1 sponsored by Ansell Incorporated, Personal Producll Division, Meridian Center I, Two lnd\Jllriol Wrrf, Entontown, NJ 07724. © 1996 AnseD, fnt

,,

Now playing for a limited
engagement at the

ORLANDO SCIENCE CENTER
Part of the
Cosmic Concert Serles

SHOW SCHEDULE
The Beatles in 3-D
Laser Metallica in 3-D
Laser Flashback in 3-D
Laser Floyd
Shines on in 3-D

9:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.
12:00 Mid.

Mention UCF's Club Corner
and receive $1.00 off
with student f.D.
Shows and show times subject :o change
without notice for more
Information call:

O

\J:.~\),..

\'.

o~,,._l\ ~

Jc~~

(407) 896-7151
Directions to the Orlando Science Center:

"IT TAKB$'f'W(?"

'i

,

>1·;}· ;< $2DRINKSFROM~,hL2lf.
;$2 PAQ~~IS,

•

,

IMP()RTS, o6fv!ES').'fy'Bl%RS,

''y;£CLS, SHotS, ANb DRA("TS!!

~

«~LUH~US,ic FROMA TIME wHB.N:YOllRAD
BRIGHT PUTURE, A FA~ l.D., .moDAD'S
,

CREDIT CARD!!

MONDAY, TUESDAYi~AY

~

$2.MEXICAN BEER WITff\A.LlME

$2 RUM RUNNERS
$2 PURPLE ORGASMS
$1 SEX ON THE ~tACH
$1,KAMIKAZE

'

Sij~RS

~AT33 W. CHURCHsr.,DoWNTOWN ,,

·

•
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:: HAIRCLUB

THE WONDERS

tt

•
just doing their thing in:

•

G
II

That Thing You Do!

13
5

Tom Everett Scott (Shades)
Steve Zahn (Lenny)
Johnathon Schaech (Jimmy)
Ethan Embry (Bass Player)
Tom Hanks (Mr. White)

•

.

5
I

,,
13

The Tom Hanks film opens
on Friday, Oct. 4.

•

Mu

•

$500.00 CASH .
Can be yours just for having your hair cut.
Females are needed for short hair, make-over video •
"The loager your hair, the shorter the cat,
the more you're paid."
When' we say short, we mean SHORT!

We'll be in your area soo11.

"We believe that a woman's beauty Is Not
determined by the length of her hair!"

'P~o1-~·4~~

704 233-28'8'7 CUTS

Computer Place
2304 B Winter Woods Blvd.

Wedo
Winter Park. Fi.. 32792
software
)>
2304B 0
&
0
SR
436
Semoran
~
hardware
upgrades
and
installations.
Alafava Trail

•

•

l< ~ ~

Help yourself to build
customized . sustems

•

t:O

0

-·

p..g_~

"' .,

•Intel Pentium 133 MHz
•32 MB RAM
• 2 MB Diamond Stealth
Video memory
• 2.0 GB Hard drive
• 1.44 MB Floppy drive
•sx CD-ROM
•16-bit Sound Card w/spkrs
•JJ.6 high speed Fax/Modem
•15" SVGA Monitor
•104 Key Windows 95
Keyboard
•Microsoft Compatible mouse
•WINDOWS 95 (pre-installed)

•$1699

~IntelPeoUum IOOM/JI

•

~32MBRAM

o QuanlilV order Specials o
Take advantage of this weeks priceI!!

~1.3 GB HARD DRIVE

~1.44 MB FLOPPY

•

Sept. 26 - Oct. 1, 1996
(limited quantity in stock)

>--BXCD·ROM
~ 28.8 FAX/MODEM
>-- MINITOWER
~S949

•

•

~AMO 5x86-133Mhz
~l&MBRAM

~1.3 GB HARD DRIVE

•

~1.44 MB FLOPPY

~14.4 FAX/MODEM
~ MllllTOWER

~$699

•

-

VGA
MONITORS ,
$89
limited qty in stock

•

(WINDOWS 95 COMPATIBLE)

&

Intel Pentium 100 MHz Motherboard
w/CPU ..... ($239)

tJ{

*
•.Uf* * * * *
· DONT MISS THIS OFFER!!!

USED

•

2.0 GB Hard drive(Maxtor)..... ($249) 'ft
8 MB StMM Modules (72 pin) ..... ($45)
'ft 32 MB SIMM Modules(72pin)..... ($189)'ft
1 MB (PCI) Video Card ..... ($32)
1.2 GB Hard drive..... ($189)
BX CD-ROM drive..... ($99)
16-bit Sound Card ..... ($49)
.

~BXCD·ROM

•

'ft

Got a Question?
CALL: (407) 671-7911

ALL PRICES, AVAILABILITY, SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH OUT
NOTICE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.

Mr. White

•
•

•

•
•

•

THE FITNESS
CONNECTION
STUDENT MEMBERSHIP

PER MONTH

I

Now Featuring our new full lines of
Cybex, Trackmaster Treadmills,
Stairmaster's PT 4000, 1/2 court
basketball, aerobics, sauna, and more.
z<(

•

$22.50
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East Colonial Dr./State Rd. 50

•

6615 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando, FL 32807

658-8000
•

•

Mon.-Thurs. 5am-11pm
Saturday 9am-6pm

Friday 5am-8pm
Sunday 12pm-5pm ____.

____________________

Chinese I<.ung-Fu Cha111pions
De111onstration Tour
I

September 291 1996 at Sp[edid China1 Orlando1 5pm

A one-show only perfonnance
of the f1nest Martial Artists in the world!
Featuring: 12 of China's top Kung Fu p-ractioners
including Chinese National and World Champions
and Kung Fu ?v\ovie Stars.
Don't 111iss this Dynam.ic histo1·ic event! ·
Student D1scount rate $15.00
Regular Admission $22.00
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THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SEPTEMBER 26, 1996

.-<~~:x:::;~ ... -..·

Photo/SPRINGER

Intramural flag football is in full swing and participation is
at its highest level ever. Competition between 64 teams
will run through November 14. Abov~: Lori Keider, QB for
the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, airs it out.

Phota/SAGINARl

UCF Rugby opened its 1996 season hosting the University
of Miami last Saturd~y. The Hurricanes have never beaten
UCF at home and the streak is still alive. UCF dominated
the hurricanes 29-0 in their first matchup of the season.

UCF Volleyball maintains
winning mentality
by KEITH CRAMER
Staff writer
UCF defeated Florida At Ian·
tic University last Thursday in typi·
cal UCF fashion; winning in three,
with each game being easier than
the last. The Golden Knights rolled
toa 15-10, 15- 7, 15-5victoryover
FAU in an importantTAAC match.
UCF was pressed hard in the
first game before winning the final
three points. After warming up, UCF
cruised in the final two games.
Middle blocker, Tyra Harper, be-

lieves UCFs traditional slow start wins
can be attributed to the mentality ofthe
team ...We -;tart slow mentally in the
game." Haiper explain-.; ··Any losses
we have arc mental. We can run the ·
plays well (in practice) without the
ball, but with the ball (in the game) you
have to deal with bad pa<;ses and other
things.''
Harper, along with Renata
Menchikova, helped break out of the
starting blocks with 14 and 19 kills
respectively in the match. UCF next
travels to cross-state rival University
of South Florida this week.

(
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uicy baseballs causing statistical headaches
Fo'r those who still care,
the major league baseball season.
winds down to its final days this
weekend.
Fans of teams rate their interest on where their teams stand
in relation to the pennant races;
Braves fans sit comfortably waiting for the playoffs to start; Expos
and Padres fans bite their nails as
their team's hopes will go down
to the very last game; Mets fans
don't care anymore and Phillies
fans stopped caring in June.
So those who have nothing
to root for start looking at the
stats. Stats like home run totals.
Gaudy home run totals. Gaudy
home run totals by players that
never even knew they had power.
take Todd Hundley,
catcher for the New York Mets.
His previous career home run best
was 14. This year, he's swatted
41 of 'em, enough to break Roy
Campanella's all time season total for the position.
There are guys that aren't
supposed to hit homers, like lead-

these days), pitchers are facing
off hitters. Put the ball in play, get
more three-ball counts, and servto first, steal second, be bunted to
third, and score on a sacrifice. oles have already broken the single ing up less aggressive pitches.
And if we' re gonna criticize
That's how you "produce" a run season record for most home runs
from the one-hole.
by a team of 240, held by the 1961 pitchers, let's put all of them up
·Two guys in particular, Yankees. That team that got 126 against the wall. Many middle reBrady Anderson of the Baltimore alone from Mickey Mantle and lievers have higher ERAs than
starters, a nasty sin in the church
Orioles (46 HRs) and Marquis Roger Maris.
Grissom of the Braves (22) are
As of Sunday, the Oakland of baseball. Even closing relievmaking it much easier; swing, .A's are only four short of tying ers, who generally should have
that same record, and the Seattle ERAs below 2.50, are feeling it.
watch, and trot 'round the bases.
More than half of the 28 teams'
Banner years were had this Mariners are ten away.
What does this mean? stoppers have ERAs over 3.50.
season by some likely and unThe quality of the pitching
likely characters. Bernard Gilkey People will try to tell you that the
ofthe Mets, a free-agent next year, ball is "juiced," it's woven tighter overall is way down. Only the
is licking his chops about these and therefore flies farther. No teams competing for division titles
numbers: .319 batting average pitcher can do anything about it, have a reliable five-deep starting
with 30 homers and 115 runs bat- they'll say. Look at the pitching rotation.
Teams not in the hunt are
ted in. Unlikely? Try names like statistics, only one American
Rex Hudler of the California An- League starter has an ERA below sending a fifth (or sometimes even
gels and Kevin Elster of the Rang- 3; two do in the National League. fourth) pitcher out there, who has
little chance of winning the
ers, who never hit into double Many are above 5.
But the pitchers don't swing ballgame, to be a sacrificial lamb.
figures in home runs, blasting their
One last point: in Oakland's
way through that barrier this year. the bats. With a shrinking strike
(Elster, who's never hit above .250 zone in place (what used to be case, some of the reason for their
from the knees to the armpits is near-record pace probably has to
in a season, has 25.)
Yes, it all comes down to now from the letters of the uni- do with the ballpark; the left and
the home run, more precisely, the form to the top of the knees, at . right field power alleys were shortshear number of them. The Ori- least that's how umpires call it ened by 12 feet to make room for

renovations required by the return of the Raiders to Oakland.
But maybe Mark McGwire has
something to do with it...50 homers in just 400 at bats ... 138
games ... sheesh, I don't think it's
the ball...

YOU HEARD IT HERE
FIRST: UCF lineman Greg
Jefferson is starting to make a
name for himself in the NFL.
Jefferson, a 3rd round draft choice
of the Philadelphia Eagles in
1994, got his name mentioned
more than one~ in Sunday night's
game against the Atlanta Falcons
for the trademark pass rushing
that made hirri famous in the Citrus Bowl.

BUT SERIOUSLY: I wanna
thank everyone whose been so
supportive in the last couple of
weeks regarding my recent loss.
You know who you are, and I
want to tell you there's room for
you on my bench anytime.
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